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Executive Summary
The Georgia Department of Transportation employs over 3,000 professionals across 34 offices, managing over
17,000 miles of roadway. The department has an extensive list of duties, including:
● Maintaining state and federal roadways
● Rail transit and waterways
● Provide financial and planning support for public transportation projects
● Contributing to aviation programs
● Overseeing the (7) districts of the state in their responsibilities
This report is based on a request for proposals released by the DOT for a Website Redesign. The RFP highlights
several issues within the current website, most notably:
“The website’s complex structure and users inability to find information has challenged
GDOT to create and maintain an ideal user experience, while positioning the Department
as an innovative, forward-thinking and customer-focused organization.”
The website is a critical resource to understand an organization without direct access to employees and
stakeholders. As the repository for all information the organization wants to share, it is the first point of reference in
building a strategy. In “The Content Strategy Toolkit” Meghan Casey writes:
“A lot of organizations dump all the content they have ever
created on their website and dare people to find what they need.”
The Georgia Dept. of Transportation website is an example of this information density. In conversation with a
Georgia resident, the first thought shared was “...there’s just too much information on there.” This aligned with the
primary concerns in the RFP and shows an awareness on the part of the Department that the user experience can
improve to serve both their audience and internal goals.
To arrive at a thorough understanding of both the Department’s needs and the audience need, the report begins with
a strategic analysis. The analysis establishes content objectives derived from the DOT’s mission statement and
business goals:
Deliver a transportation system focused on innovation, safety, sustainability and mobility
–
–
–
–
–

Recruit, train and retain a quality workforce
Invest in safety for Georgians and GDOT employees
Efficiently take care of what we have
Deliver all projects on time and on budget
Invest to improve reliability, congestion, and connectivity

The content objectives provide the foundation for the content audit. Assessing the current website against these
defined goals clarify which (if any) content can be reused, refined, or created to satisfy the new ideal. The audit
examines the website’s current structure, audience, and traffic sources. This audit revealed that most users are
accessing the site via organic search, yet the majority of the site is not optimized for search engine indexability.
There is a site-wide lack of proper descriptions which hinders the website from ranking in relevant searches while
rendering internal searches ineffective. The audience demographics allow for a division to form; users are either
travelers/residents seeking specific information or professionals seeking employment or partnership.
The analysis continues with an examination of competitor content to determine similarities and strategies for
improvement which are then highlighted in content opportunities. To conclude the alignment analysis, Key
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Performance Questions are created against which progress can be measured and a Core Strategy Statement is
established as the unified reference point for content creation. The Core Strategy Statement for the GDOT is:
The Georgia Department of Transportation website helps the DOT transmit information and
encourage involvement by providing clear, accessible content that makes commuters and
professionals feel knowledgeable and empowered to make informed travel decisions
(resulting in improved experience and reduced congestion) and participate in the many
opportunities the Department has to offer.
From this Statement, a messaging framework is provided to assist with positioning the organization to its audience.
In conjunction with the messaging framework, the following content design components were established to guide
the organization towards a user-centric approach:
•
•
•
•

The content prioritization matrix which compares business impact to user needs and sorts content to
maximize both.
A site map clarifying the distribution and division of content across categories and navigation elements
A taxonomy structure to standardize input and display of information
Example wireframes depicting the taxonomy in action (Appendix A)

Finally, the report concludes with a succinct style guide to ensure consistency in language across all materials
distributed within the site and across alternative networks. Because the GDOT’s current content is largely written in
alignment to the goals of the redesign, the style guide is minimal. The simplicity in language and richness of visual
content available renders the current site largely reusable, with some improvements in identification, SEO, and visual
consistency.
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Strategic Alignment Analysis
The primary content area on the GDOT ‘About’ page is occupied by contact information, links to download the
organizational chart and logo, and a short biography of the commissioner. It is only in the sidebar that visitors are
presented with the organization’s goals and visions.
Vision: Boost Georgia’s competitiveness via leadership in transportation.
Mission: Deliver a transportation system focused on innovation, safety, sustainability and mobility.
Values (FOCUS)
Flexible | Open | Committed | Unified | Successful
The keywords in the mission statement are reflected in the Department’s five goals. For example, a focus on
innovation is supported by the first goal of recruiting and training a quality workforce and efficiently taking care of
existing resources is the basis of sustainability:
Goals:
●
Recruit, train and retain a quality workforce.
●
Invest in safety for Georgians and GDOT employees.
●
Efficiently take care of what we have.
●
Deliver all projects on time and on budget.
●
Invest to improve reliability, congestion, and connectivity.

Content Objectives
Although the Department’s business goals are tangible, physical efforts, they can be translated into content
objectives:
Department Goals

Content Objectives
●

Recruit, train and retain a
quality workforce.

●

Connect with innovators & influencers in relevant fields (ex: civil engineers, urban
planners)
Attract new talent by highlighting the variety of projects and opportunities for
leadership

Invest in safety for
Georgians and GDOT
employees.

●
●

Define and display safety efforts with approachable language.
Demonstrate the benefits and improvements achieved through prior safety
projects.

Efficiently take care of
what we have.

●

Document and display repair efforts before, during, and after work commences.

Deliver all projects on time
and on budget.

●

Maintain a database of prior project budgets and timelines for reference in future
endeavors.

Invest to improve
reliability, congestion, and
connectivity.

●

Increase connectivity with the community by providing clear, concise, accessible
resources and encouraging involvement.
Fig. 1 Content objectives based on organization goals.
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Audience Overview
According to Alexa.com, the audience for DOT as a subdomain of GA.gov is diverse in income, education, and age.
Most visitors are ages 35+, with some college education, and are browsing from home or work (over school). The
demographics also illustrate that the majority of visitors have children.

Fig. 2 Visitor demographics for GA.gov & subdomains via Alexa.com

The top referring interest categories for users accessing the site were news and media, followed by business, then
weather. Aligning the demographic and interest insights with the content goals defines two primary segments within
the website’s audience:
● Travelers (drivers, commuters, families)
● Professionals/Job Seekers
Reports from SimilarWeb.com show that mobile access is overtaking desktop traffic, increasing two percentage
points from September to November:

Fig. 3 GDOT traffic share by device via SimilarWeb.com

This shift supports the speculation that a primary segment of site visitors are active users of the DOT’s roadways.
The growth in mobile access along with the diversity in age and education also indicates the need for clear
navigation and accessible language across the website.
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Content Audit
Content Inventory & SEO Assessment
As of November, the GDOT website receives
approximately 64% of its traffic through organic search.
With over 20,000 elements including pages, images,
files, and scripts, it is clear why users aim for more direct
paths.
A site crawl revealed that the bulk of the website is not
directly public-facing, with over 50% of its total content
being held in downloadable PDFs. The rest of the
content is described in the adjacent graph. Note, these
figures do not distinguish embedded video content,
which is distributed throughout the site and can also be
found on the GDOT’s YouTube channel.

Fig. 4 Content types chart.

All web pages lack SEO descriptions, 1,700 URLs are too long, 884 have multiple titles and 370 contain duplicate
content:

Fig. 4 SEO issues chart generated by moz.com

For a site this large, it is critical to improve the indexability of the site for both external and internal navigation. The
missing descriptions and long URLs represent an immediate opportunity for improvement in search engine
optimization. The top search terms and organization goals will also provide a foundation for examining the navigation
and content prioritization further in this report.
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Navigation & Page Structure Review
The website’s homepage navigation employs three menus and an image slider visible above the fold:

Fig. 5 GDOT navigation menus.

Hovering over the primary navigation bar reveals that each item hosts an extensive two-level sub-menu, at times
listing over ten items:

Fig. 5a An expanded header menu section.
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Section headers are linked to landing pages which provide a visual rendition of the submenus as image grids:

Fig. 6 The Business & Government page on dot.ga.gov.

Some landing pages also include descriptive text and calls-to-action above the navigation gallery:

Fig. 6a A variation in the primary content area as shown on the Projects directory page.

In contrast to the quantity of links the landing pages and header navigation, the universal footer hosts minimal
content. It contains contact information, the logo as a static image (not a navigation element), a listing of the
website’s most visited pages, and a link to the privacy policy.

Fig. 7 The universal footer of gdot.ga.gov.
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The majority of the website’s pages follow a basic layout:

Fig. 8 A typical wireframe for gdot.ga.gov.

Because of the depth of the website, each page includes a local navigation menu on the left of the screen. Some
pages also have a right sidebar for additional links or a social feed. The primary content area hosts an ever-changing
order of titles, sub-headings, banners, image grids, tables, and body text. The site is also dependent on directory
pages, requiring 3-4 clicks on average to access a core page. The core content is often an external document or a
series of documents, as noted in the SEO assessment.

External Distribution Channels
Beyond the website, the GDOT manages content across (4) social networks:
Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

YouTube

Follower Count

26.4k

25.4k

1,252

859

Content Types

Photos
Videos
Links*
Infographics

Photos
Videos
Alerts
Links*

Photos
Videos
Infographics

Video

Post Frequency

3-5x Daily

15+ Daily

5x Week

10x Monthly

<1%

<1%

<2%

8%

Avg. Engagement Rate

Fig. 9 GDOT Social profile metrics.

Of the various content types present across the social profiles, most photos and videos are original content, while
graphics and links vary in origin. The GDOT also corresponds with regional sub-profiles (ex: Governor’s Office of
Highway Safety) from which content is frequently redistributed.
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Competitive Analysis
To better serve the GDOT audience, three similar agencies were chosen as ‘competitors.’ Each agency’s digital
presence is unique, with varying strengths and weaknesses from which GDOT can derive lessons for improvement.

Competitor Content Observations
Virginia DOT
Site Content
Pages
Images
Files
Scripts
Misc.

31.3%
9.1%
43%
<1%
16.5%

•
•
•

Primary navigation sub-menus include descriptive text for each category (ex:
hovering on “Travel Center” displays Learn about traveling in Virginia. Get
information on traffic, commuting, rest area, maps and more)
No mobile interface
Weak SEO; over 9,000 duplicate titles, 8,000 duplicate meta descriptions, and over
4,000 missing meta descriptions

Social Profiles*
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube
LinkedIn

69.5k
55.1k
2,977
2,239
11.3k

•
•
•
•

Majority of images are original
Actively engaging with follower comments
Include employee profiles (putting faces to the entity)
Some cross-posting with variations across channels (i.e. LinkedIn profile focuses on
listing jobs)
Massachusetts DOT

Site Content
Quantitative data
unavailable. DOT is
integrated with overall
MASS.gov site.

•
•
•

Part of the Mass.gov page; primary navigation is for entire site, dedicated DOT
navigation is lower on the page.
Calls to action are written from the user perspective. DOT navigation shows “I want
to…” followed by options: “find a service/task” or “learn more about.”
Feedback form on each page: “Did you find what you were looking for?”

Social Profiles*
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube

15.4k
113k
2,410
1,091

•
•
•

Writing style is authoritative; does not match tone of website
Does not often respond to follower inquiries on social networks
Esoteric titles for videos on YouTube (ex: West Springfield 1 en 3157197 14814)
with no descriptions
California Transportation Authority

Site Content
Pages
Images
Files
Scripts
Misc.

32.9%
10.2%
46.2%
1.8%
8.8%

•
•
•
•

Consistent layout with sidebar content tailored to each header section.
Integrated social sharing buttons
Landing pages provide annotated index-style link lists
Dedicated mobile app with state map information (rest areas, traffic cameras, etc.)

62.6k
23.7k
2,108

•

Using popular hashtags (#flashbackfriday) and seasonal content to engage
audience.
Including both positive achievements and negative events to remind travelers of the
human aspect of the dept.

Social Profiles*
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube

•

Fig 10. Competitor observations including quantitative overview of site content and social profiles.
* Similar to GDOT, these agencies maintain multiple profiles; counts reflect the primary social profiles linked from the websites.
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Key Takeaways
From the observations above, the Georgia Dept. of Transportation can benefit by considering several features for
incorporation into their website. In particular, the use of descriptive text on directory pages to assist navigation, as
seen on both the Massachusetts and Virginia DOT sites:

Fig. 11 the Virginia DOT menu includes descriptions for each category on desktop.

Another common feature is a fixed area dedicated to relevant local navigation. The current site has a consistent leftside local navigation box, but the size changes constantly and it is at times ‘assisted’ by an additional ‘helpful links’
box on the right.

Fig. 12 the California DOT menu includes descriptions for each category on desktop.

Finally, the GDOT may benefit by integrating feedback capabilities within on-site content. By including feedback and
inquiry forms, the DOT will create a more active conversation with the public, and the website can develop based on
user feedback rather than internal assessment.

Fig. 13 a simple feedback form as shown on the Massachusetts State website.
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Content Opportunities
Through audience insights, content observation and the content objectives previously described, several
opportunities can be identified:
● Clarify what audience each website segment serves; organize interactions to guide visitors
● Provide more descriptive text where appropriate (i.e. following vague/broad titles)
● Create openings for an ongoing audience dialogue to generate interest in public meetings and safety
initiatives.
● Showcase available employment opportunities through a professional portal.

Key Performance Questions
The following questions were developed based on the organization’s goals to provide measurable representation of
the success of the content strategy.
●
●
●
●

Is there an increase in online employment applications?
Is there a decrease in phone call inquiries/complaints from neighborhoods affected by ongoing work?
Is there an increase in public meeting attendance?
Are the GDOT social profiles gaining followers?

Core Strategy Statement
A core strategy statement summarizes the content objectives, the audience, and its needs to show how content will
further the Department’s goals.
The Georgia Department of Transportation website helps the DOT transmit information and encourage involvement
by providing clear, accessible content that makes commuters and professionals feel knowledgeable and empowered
to make informed travel decisions (resulting in improved experience and reduced congestion) and participate in the
many opportunities the Department has to offer.
It functions as a filter through which all content must pass to ensure alignment with the organization’s goals in serving
its audience. To demonstrate the core strategy statement in action, we can review a current page on the website and
determine whether it serves the DOT’s goals or how it can be improved to do so.
For example, the Courtland Street Bridge project page leads with a page title, brief description, and related project
videos. Upon scrolling further, the user has the option to click away to view announcements and updates or continue
scrolling for project ‘quick facts.0’ These include cost, design/construction methods, and the project partner. There is
also an aerial view of the project location, a list of benefits, and an expandable FAQ section that includes project
maps showing the alternate routes available for the duration of the project. Users can subscribe to a dedicated
newsletter and view previous messages, and the page ends with the contact information for key figures in the project.
Aside from text formatting, the information contained within this page is indicative that the existing content can be
used. It provides all the information necessary for commuters to make informed decisions along with contact
information and other methods of staying informed that encourage involvement and dialogue from both the public
and professionals.
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Fig. 14 A current core page on the website that aligns with the Core Strategy Statement.
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Messaging Framework
In The Content Strategy Toolkit, Megan Casey states:
“A messaging framework clarifies what you want your audience to know and believe
about you, and tries to prove that this message is true.”
A messaging framework serves as a foundation for the voice of the content. In contrast to the core strategy
statement, it is helpful to build the messaging framework from the audience perspective. It allows the organization to
articulate its ideal user experience, supporting the scenarios created through ‘value statements’ and ‘proof’. These
components define and support how the organization wants to present their unique value proposition to their
audience.

User Scenario

Value Statement

Proof

Work with DOT, that’s what I’m
looking for.

I can see job opportunities for individuals
and partnership opportunities for
businesses.

There are two separate areas, both
one click from the homepage.

About DOT, is that where I can
get in touch with someone?

There is an easy to read contact directory

It’s easy to get to and divided by
district so I know I’m getting in
touch with the right people.

I saw signs for road work in my
neighborhood, how can I get
more information?

I can search projects by location.

The project directory is easy to get
to and there are filters available
right away.

The work hours have been
ridiculous, is there any way I can
have a say?

Get Involved? Maybe I can speak to a
real person.

I see a calendar for upcoming
meetings in my area that are open
to the public.

Fig. 15 A messaging framework from the user’s perspective provides a balance against the core strategy statement.

Content Design
For the GDOT, navigation is a top priority and the content design represents the visible culmination of the knowledge
and research assembled thus far. In order to serve the goals and audiences identified, a set of content taxonomies
associated with page templates have been created to smooth the wayfinding process.

Prioritization
The first step in content design is understanding that what matters most to the audience may not be what matters
most to the organization. In order to balance these priorities, content will follow a business impact/user needs matrix.
Each quadrant is defined by what purpose it’s serving as follows:
Drive – content beneficial to the organization, but not necessarily what users are looking for.
Guide – content beneficial to users, but not tangibly beneficial to the organizations.
Focus – content that is both beneficial to users and organization.
Auxiliary – content that is not specifically beneficial to either party.
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BUSINESS IMPACT

Drive

Focus

Get Involved
Blog
Business Partnerships

Employment Opportunities
Project Information
Commute Options

Meh

Guide

Program Information
Other Initiative
General Info (i.e., org chart)

Real time Traffic
Contact Directory

USER NEEDS
Fig. 16 The business impact/user needs matrix helps determine content priority on the website.

Organization & Presentation
The next step is to organize how the content will be distributed through the site to align with the priorities. For this
purpose, a site map was created that focuses on dividing the site into interest segments. The navigation order is
similar to the existing site, with some additions and updated titles to more clearly articulate each section’s content.

Fig. 17 The prioritized site map, including global elements down to page templates.

In conjunction with the sitemap, a taxonomy matrix was developed to standardize content input and display across
the site. For example, a core page that belongs to the “Focus” segment of the priorities matrix would be a job listing.
(A core page represents the foundation of the website; these pages are where the information resides, in contrast to
directory pages which serve to display categorized content.)
Duran
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Primary Content Area Taxonomy
Page Title

Link ID

Page_Type

Images

Loc./Dept.

Details

Description

Dive Specialist

Job34021

employment

Link[Hero_1]
Link[Gallery_34]

Bridges

Job ID No.
Full-time
Salary Grade 4

Job duties,
description,
benefits

UNIVERSAL HEADER

SECTION-SPECIFIC
SIDEBAR

SUBMISSION FORM

UNIVERSAL FOOTER
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Style Guide
Voice & Tone
The Georgia Dept. of Transportation has an established voice that is primarily plainspoken and approachable. To
maintain and improve consistency, a simple matrix and list of style tips have been developed against which new
content can be evaluated. Various tones, personas, languages, and purposes are included for reference. If the
content is found to be deviating into one of the grey terms, it is the creator’s responsibility to adjust so that it aligns
with the highlighted characteristics:
CHARACTER/PERSONA

TONE

Friendly
Warm
Inspiring

Playful
Authoritative
Professorial

Personal
Humble
Clinical

Honest
Direct
Scientific

Complex
Savvy
Insider
Serious

Simple
Jargon-filled
Fun
Whimsical

Engage
Educate
Inform
Enable

Entertain
Delight
Sell
Amplify

LANGUAGE

PURPOSE

Style Tips
•

Write for all ages. People of varying ages and education levels access the website every day.

•

Use headings and descriptions. Visitor reading patterns vary; not every visitor will read pages in full. Make
it easy for them to find what they need.

•

Clarify abbreviations and acronyms. For example, the pedestrian safety page states:
The See & be Seen pedestrian safety campaign was developed in partnership with PEDS.
It should read:
The See & be Seen pedestrian safety campaign was developed in partnership with PEDS
(Pedestrians Educating Drivers on Safety).

•

Use active voice. For example:
Active: Our team inspected the bridge on [date].
Passive: The bridge was inspected by our team.

•
•

Spell out city and street names.
Use positive language.
Positive: To learn more about the initiative, join us at your next local meeting.
Negative: You can’t learn more about this project if you don’t come to the next meeting.
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Resources
Casey, Meghan. The Content Strategy Toolkit: Methods, Guidelines, and Templates for Getting Content Right. New
Riders, 2015.
Alexa.com
SEMrush.com
SimilarWeb.com
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Appendix A: Sitemap & Wireframes
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HOME

Travel Center

Work with DOT
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Programs
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Crash Reporting

B
511 Real Time Traffic
Page Title
Main Content
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Twitter Feed
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Emergency Prep

Safety Initiatives
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Employment
Page Title
Hero Image (optional)
Introduction Text
Subpage Directory/Gallery
Local Menu/Sidebar
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Page Title
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Page Title
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Contact Directory

About DOT

Page Title
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Page Title
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Local Menu/Sidebar

Blog
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Main Menu

Standards/
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Page Title
Hero Image
Body Text / Images
Section Navigation to Subpages

Page Title
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Table Listing
Local Menu/Sidebar

Website Segments

Page Title
Blog Feed Grid w/Images
Local Menu/Sidebar

Segment Content
Pages

Entry Title
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Body Text/In-line Images
Social Media Sidebar

Page Content
External Link(s)
Universal Content
Core Page
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WORK WITH DOT
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CRASH REPORT
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SOCIAL LOGOS

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

GET INVOLVED

CRASH REPORT

PROJECTS
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FILTERS/SEARCH

TRAVELERS

PROJECT TITLE

PROJECT TITLE

PROJECT TITLE

PROJECT LOCATION
DATES ACTIVE
BUDGET

PROJECT LOCATION
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BUDGET
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DATES ACTIVE
BUDGET

PROJECT TITLE
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PROJECT TITLE
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PROJECT TITLE
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WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROJECT TITLE

PROGRAMS

PROJECT TITLE

BLOG

CRASH REPORT

PROJECT TITLE

B

SOCIAL LOGOS

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

GET INVOLVED

CRASH REPORT

CONTACT DIRECTORY

MAIN CONTACT INFORMATION

SOCIAL FEED

ADDRESS
PHONE
EMAIL@DOT.GA.GOV

DISTRICT SELECTION BUTTONS

FIND YOUR DISTRICT:
COUNTY LIST DROP-DOWN

DISTRICT NAME
RESULTS PENDING DISTRICT/COUNTY SELECTION

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

BLOG

CRASH REPORT

C

SOCIAL LOGOS

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

GET INVOLVED

CRASH REPORT

PAGE TITLE
SECTION TITLE
-SUBSECTION
--CURRENT LOCATION

OPTIONAL HERO IMAGE / SLIDESHOW

OPTIONAL THUMBNAIL GALLERY
SUB-HEADING

QUICK-VIEW ITEMS

BODY TEXT

OPTIONAL INQUIRY SUBMISSION FORM

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

BLOG

CRASH REPORT

D

SOCIAL LOGOS

TRAVELERS

WORK WITH DOT

PROJECTS

PROGRAMS

GET INVOLVED

CRASH REPORT

COURTLAND STREET ACCELERATED BRIDGE PROJECT
SECTION TITLE
-SUBSECTION
--CURRENT PROJECT

PROJECT SUMMARY
PROJECT LOCATION: Atlanta, Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive to Gilmer Street
COST: $25 million from federal, state, and local sources.
CONSTRUCTION METHOD: Design-Build Accelerated Bridge Construction methods
PARTNERS: CW Matthews and Michael Baker International

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore
magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,
vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore
magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

OPTIONAL INQUIRY SUBMISSION FORM
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SECTION TITLE
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HERO IMAGE

THUMBNAIL GALLERY
BRIDGE INSPECTION TEAM
JOB ID. 34021
FULL-TIME
SALARY GRADE 4
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